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What is T he Mayhem Game?

Mayhem is a role-playing game, as much a social gathering and storytelling device as it is a tactical combat 
simulation. The game is designed to allow players to craft their own original characters and to join with their 
friends to tackle great challenges and to weave grand stories. 

The tone of this game is of melee and magic. It is a fantasy adventure using themes of light versus darkness,  
order versus chaos, and life versus death. Horned demons battle divine angels, wild animal races struggle  
against the mysterious fae, and shapeshifters and undead prey upon civilized humanity. Your characters  
will find themselves in the thick of these struggles, in a position to take sides and sway battles for their  
own great causes.

As all role-playing games, Mayhem owes much to its predecessors, but also brings some new ideas  
and mechanics to the table. This game utilizes its own system of combat mechanics, built on the  
Skill Die game system, the Combat Clock timing mechanic, the Feedback Magic system, and others.  
In comparison to other role-playing games, Mayhem has been designed to stretch the tactical  
and creative capacities of the players as they pit their characters against the world at large,  
granting great creative freedom without losing the strategic combat that many players also enjoy. 

This Mayhem game stands on its own in both rules and content, but is designed to be both  
modular and flexible. Conversion tools are provided for adapting outside content, such as  
characters, monsters, adventures and abilities from d20 open gaming system, so that with  
a few tweaks, players and storytellers alike can tap into the wealth of content that has been created  
for these other games, while still keeping the rules and concepts that make the Mayhem game shine.

This book, Volume I, Core Content, is designed to walk a player through the Mayhem game, explain all  
of the core rules needed to run a game, and enough character content to keep players busy for some time. 
Further books will add to this content, giving players and storytellers more tools to use in writing their own 
stories, but this manual is where the game starts. 

We hope you enjoy playing the game as much as we have enjoyed building it.





Chapter three

Combat & Timing

“Surrender, Mage!” The Vanir gripped the haft of his spear, 
ready to lunge. “We have you cornered and outnumbered.” The 
sorcerer stared back at him in smug defiance. The Vanir and 
his companions had chased him down into the lowest depths of 
his tower complex, where there was nowhere left to run. 

Power crackled around the sorcerer’s hands, arcs of electricity 
and slashes of void energy that were just waiting to be unleashed. 
The Vanir didn’t let himself be intimidated. He had two of his 
best soldiers with him, a bowman on one side and his own caster, 
who was just now making his way around to flank the mage.

“I am right where I want to be,” the sorcerer said. He snapped 
his fingers once, and the heavy door behind the Vanir and his 
companions slammed shut, sealing them together in the large 
stone chamber. “And you are out-matched.”

Lumbering from the shadows on the far end of the room, a stone 
ogre emerged. Nearly twice the height of a man, it was easily 
three or four times as thick. It gripped an iron bar that would 
have been too heavy for the Vanir’s entire team to lift, and 
stepped into the light. The stone slabs that covered its skin 
ground together as it moved, and its eyes were hollow, its voice 
quiet. It stood at the mage’s side.

The Vanir was a seasoned warrior, and although his adrenaline 
surged, he did not let his fear show through. “After he swings, 
the ogre’s maul will recover slowly,” he said to his companions. 
“Take advantage of the timing and stay out of range. We can 
win this.” 

“Enough!” The sorcerer snarled. Lightning crackled around him 
and lashed out at the Vanir, to be absorbed by his shield. 

“Now!” The Vanir begin his charge, and the first arrow flew over 
his shoulder. He rolled under the first swing of the stone ogre’s 
bar, and came up with his spear ready.



The Combat Map
As encounters play out, timing and location become 
very important, particularly when weapons are drawn. 
Combat is laid out by drawing out the locations of 
unmoving objects on a combat map, made up of 
hexagons. If an erasable map is not available, 
a storyteller may photocopy the hexmaps from 
the back of this book and draw out environments 
in advance, or download hexagon-based map tiles 
from our website.

Each individual or important movable object should 
have a representation on this map, such as a fi gurine, 
tile or die.

The Combat clock
On one side of the map a wheel should be drawn, 
with empty spaces labeled from 1 to 12 in a clockwise 
pattern as is shown here. This is the combat clock, 
an indicator for timing within the game. This is 
generally only used when timing really counts, such as 
during combat. The following example shows what a 
combat clock drawn on a hex-map could look like.

To start combat, write down all of the character’s agility 
scores on a list on the side of the combat clock and set 
a timing indicator for each player on the 12 space. 
Unless all combatants are very ready for the fi ght, 
the character who initiates combat should generally 
take their action fi rst. In the case of an ambush, all of 
the ambushing characters should go before those who 
are surprised. Otherwise, each player will take their turn 
in order of agility.

Actions in the game will be assigned a speed, which will 
determine how many spaces the character’s timing will 
move when they take that action. When a player takes 
an action, their timing indicator moves that many spaces 
clockwise along the combat clock, to rest on a later space.

Play starts on the 12 space and progresses as a generic 
timing indicator (which represents ‘now’) moves 
clockwise around this wheel. When it arrives at a 

character’s timing representation, it is their turn. 
Every time the timing indicator passes the line 
between space 12 and space 1, a new round has begun. 
This is called the recovery point. Some timing effects 
take place at the recovery point.

When two players occupy the same space, such as the 
very beginning of combat, use their agility score to 
decide who will take action fi rst, such as is done to 
normally start combat. Ties can be resolved randomly.

Mob Rules
The combat clock provides precision and strategy in 
fast-paced fi ghts, but can get complicated very quickly. 
If there are too may combatants on the wheel, 
(more than 5 or 6,) it can help to group some of these 
together, taking their actions at once and taking the 
same action speed each time. This is called a mob. 
Give this group of characters one single indicator on 
the combat clock and try to keep them together to 
simplify the combat wheel.

There are many times in the game when timing really does count. Most of these have to do with combat, 
so this chapter will be dedicated to the basic timing, motion, and combat rules. Keep in mind that for almost every 
rule, there’s a way to break it. This happens through abilities, spells, arcane equipment, and myriad other ways. 
If an ability confl icts with the core mechanic, use the ability listing instead of the standard rule. If two rules or 
abilities obviously confl ict, the Storyteller should adjudicate.
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One-handed Attack & Defense Range
A player may wield one two-handed weapon or up to 
two one-handed weapons. With one-handed weapons, 
the hand that a character holds that weapon in will 
determine what spaces a character can attack or defend 
from. With one hand, they can attack or defend directly 
in front of them, and two spaces to the either side, 
depending on which hand is holding the weapon. 

This is mostly important for defense, since a character 
can turn to face any direction before taking any move or 
attack action.

Two-handed Weapons
Two-handed weapons have a slightly different 
offensive and defensive range, covering the space directly 
in front of the character, and one space to either side. 
Some weapons, like the Longsword, can be wielded with 
one or two hands. Switching between grips like this 
requires an instant action.

Similarly, some two-handed weapons, like the staff or 
halberd, are very versatile and can be wielded in several 
different ways. Again, switching between these requires 
an instant action, so the players cannot use the statistics 
interchangeably.

Spells and other actions that trigger as a free action but 
still require an open hand must have that open hand 
available before use. A player can drop their weapon as 
a free action to use these spells or effects. Doing so with 
a two-handed weapon will require that they take an 
instant action to ready that weapon again before they 
can use it to defend.

Dual Weapons
Wielding two weapons is a way to get more attack and 
defensive options, but keep in mind that not all weapons 
function very well together. To work well, both weapons 
must be within one speed category of one another. 
This rule also applies to shields.

If holding two mismatched weapons, a player may only 
count one weapon as active, and may not use the other 
for attack or defense. Switching between these weapons 
would require an instant action.

The subtlety in weapon speed and range can make a huge tactical difference. Timing patterns and planning 
angles of attack can help hit enemies where they are weakest, and avoid their strongest attacks. The rules in this 
section can seem a little litigious, but they are meant to cover the fine details of combat. Until they are needed, 
some of these rules can be safely ignored.
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For example, a character wielding a dagger and a longsword may 
not do so effectively, since the dagger has a speed of very fast, 
and the longsword has a speed of average. If the longsword is 
active, they can switch to the dagger as an instant action and 
vise verse. A character wielding a dagger and a sabre, on the 
other hand, can use either weapon without switching. 

A character may wish to simplify their options by 
wielding two identical weapons. On the other hand, 
a player may wish to capitalize on this mechanic by 
wielding a very offensive weapon in one hand, such as 
a battleaxe, while wielding a very defensive weapon in 
the other, such as a shield. A storyteller should track the 
character’s strong and weak sides to engage this tactic in 
an interesting (lethal) way.

Longer ranges
Weapons that have a range of 1 can only reach adjacent 
spaces. Weapons with a range greater than 1 can reach 
that many spaces away from the player, as shown in 
these diagrams.

Occupied Spaces
A human-sized character occupies one space on the 
map, but larger creatures could occupy more. Their shape 
should refl ect the spaces they occupy. Swarms of small 
creatures may be best served by tracking mob statistics, 
rather than individual health and attacks. More than one 
small creature can share a single space.

A character can move through allied spaces freely, 
but not through opposing occupied spaces. Characters 
fi ghting in tight quarters, or occupying the same space 
could face a circumstance penalty.

The Blind Spot
Nearly every creature or character has a blind spot,
a space directly behind them that they cannot see or 
defend effectively. If attacked from this space they cannot 
Parry, but they may Dodge. Attacks made from this space 
also apply as surprise attacks, explained in the Additional 
Tactics section later in this chapter.

Weapon attack & draw Speed
Every weapon has an attack speed, listed in that weapon’s 
entry. To draw that weapon requires a separate action, 
at the same speed as a normal attack. Even weapons that 
are not drawn, such as a war-hammer or staff, must be 
readied before they can be used. A player may also draw 
a weapon while moving, using whichever action speed 
is slower.
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Ra’SHaRan abIlITIES 

type iNhumaN attributes iNcompatibilities

race strength, agility races

iNNate racial abilities

Fang and Claw: the ra’sharan has sharp teeth and claws. they may use a bite or 
claw attack. they attack as a fast action, with an equipment bonus of +1. they deal 
1d8 damage, with a crit value of 3/6. the bite attack may only be used while in a 
grapple, and the neither attack may parry.

Cat’s Eyes: the ra’sharan may see very well in darkness, only needing a minimal 
light source to see normally. this does not allow them to see in absolute darkness.

Beast’s Fortitude: the ra’sharan gains a +1 technique bonus  
to intimidate, Grit and athletics checks.

Catfall: the ra’sharan always lands on their feet. reduce falling  
damage by 5 meters.

Catspeak: the ra’sharan may communicate freely with normal felines.

The Ra’Sharan is the tiger animal race, with a 
great cat’s fur, claws and fangs, but with 
the body structure that is mostly human. 

They stand taller than human, six to seven  
feet on average, and are widely built and thickly  
muscled. The Ra’Sharan are solitary and  
contemplative creatures, 

appreciative of peace and serenity, but with  
a capacity for aggression, especially over  
questions of personal honor. Outside their  
home, the Ra’Sharan is a rare creature,  
with a certain quiet mystique.

They are from the country of Yumara,  
on the far continent of Kierest. Yumara  
is a quiet haven of forest and mountain,  
where honor and artistry are highly valued.  
The Ra’Sharan keep fair relations with their  
neighbors. They dislike conflict, but have  
been known to defend their borders  
with ferocity.

Ra’Sharan live as long as humans do,  
reaching maturity in their late teens and  
living until they are nearly a century old.

“life is to be met with serenity, focus,  
patience and appreciation. The life of  
the Ra’sharan is a balance of action and  
observation, of strength in arms and clarity  
of the soul.”

aDvanCED abIlITIES COST: 2  

tier aDVaNceD abilities

1 Feline Climb: the ra’sharan may climb up any surface on which they  
can sink their claws, (most wood, but not most stone,) without making  
an athletics check. they suffer a -2 movement penalty while doing so.

2 Fearsome Determination: the ra’sharan no longer suffers the normal 
penalties for being in critical state.

3 Greater Catfall: reduce falling damage by 10.

4 Feline Skills: the ra’sharan’s bonuses to athletics, intimidate and  
Grit increase to +3.
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TInEk abIlITIES 

type iNhumaN attributes iNcompatibilities

race agility, endurance races

iNNate racial abilities

Spiky: the tinek may grow up to 20 spines, like those of a hedgehog or a porcupine. 
they must rest for the night to grow these spines. once used, the quills cannot be 
re-used, but can be re-grown.

Grapplespike: if they are grappled successfully, 1d4 quills become stuck in their 
opponent. each quill does 1d4 damage. When inside a grapple, the character can 
make a very fast action to trigger this effect.

Throw Quill: the tinek may make a thrown attack, shedding one quill. these  
deal 1d4 damage, with a crit of 2/4 and an equipment bonus of +2. this requires  
an empty hand to do the throwing. once thrown, the quill may not be re-used,  
but can be re-grown.

“life is all about precision. It’s about knowing what 
your goals are and how to get them in the most direct 
way possible. a single well-placed arrow can destroy a 
kingdom as easily as ten armies.”

The Tinek is largely human in form, but boasts a wealth 
of long, sharp pines mixed among their hair and 
occasionally down their back and arms. They frequently 
shed these spines, but are able to regrow them over the 
course of a few hours. Because of this, they tend to have 
high metabolisms and voracious appetites, eating just 
about anything they can get a hold of, including both 
plants and meats. 

Thanks to their natural defenses, the Tinek are a relaxed 
species, mixing well with others. They have a curious 
and friendly nature, but are not easily riled. Their even 
tempers make them good companions, while their quills 
make them challenging enemies.

Tinek live as long as humans do, reaching maturity in 
their late teens and living until they are nearly a century 
old. They are slightly smaller in stature than human 
beings, averaging just over 5 feet tall, and tend to be  
fairly athletic. 

In their homeland on the southern continent of Akei, 
Tinek are commonly found as merchants and traders. 
They tend to be shrewd and tough, and are readily 
capable of defending themselves when threatened.

aDvanCED abIlITIES COST: 2 

tier aDVaNceD abilities

1 Quill Expert: thrown attacks made with quills are granted +1 technique 
bonus. this includes the Quill explosion ability.

2 Doublethrow: the tinek may throw two quills at once. this requires two 
empty hands, and neither can crit.

3 Very Spiky: as spiky, but they may grow up to 40 spines. 

4 Quadruple Throw: the tinek may fire up to four quills at once, at a  
-2 penalty. this requires two empty hands, and none of these can crit.

5 Grapplespike: as Grapplespike, but when grappling, their opponent is 
stuck with 2d4 quills.

6 Quill Fury: the tinek may fire up to six quills at once at a -4 penalty.  
this requires two empty hands, and none of these can crit.

7 Quill Master: as Quill expert, but the tinek gains a +3 technique bonus to 
their thrown skill.

8 Quill Explosion: as a very slow action, the tinek may expend 10 quills to 
make a single thrown attack, defended by all individuals within 5 meters. 
any who fail do defend suffer 6d4 damage from the quills. 
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“Deceit is for worms and demonspawn. The vanir make 
no excuses and walk a clear path. Guided by the light of 
Esseldein, we slay the wicked and wage war against the 
lands of eternal night.” 

Vanir, the race of the Valkyrie, are largely  
human in appearance but with an aura of  
majesty and pride that identifies them as divine.  
They create ornate armor and weapons of  
spirit energy.

The Vanir are proud and aggressive, intolerable of 
weakness and evil. They make loyal companions and 
deadly enemies. The subtleties of intrigue often elude 
them, but they never hesitate to strike down what they 
see as wickedness and evil.

The Vanir hail from the volcanic islands of Esseldein, 
also inhabited by the proud Aesir. Here they train 
recruits for their endless and unwinnable war against  
the demons.

The Vanir have a deep-seated hatred for the  
demonic races. Although they command the respect  
of others for their conflict with the demon lands,  
they are also deeply resented among other nations  
and races. The Vanir send female representatives,  
titled Valkyrie, as recruiting agents across the world,  
convincing, coercing, or outright kidnapping  
soldiers to join their cause.

The Vanir, like most Elder Races, are immortal,  
in that they do not age past maturity or die of old age, 
but they are killable. The strongest among them are  
ages old.

vanIR abIlITIES 

type iNhumaN attributes iNcompatibilities

race strength, Willpower races

iNNate racial abilities

Divine Presence: the Vanir has a presence about them, an unmistakably regal 
aura that identifies them for something more than human. they age very slowly 
and do not age beyond what mortals would consider full adulthood or middle age, 
although they can be killed.

Spirit Blade: the Vanir may craft a shining blade from spiritual energy as a very 
fast action. they may make any melee or thrown weapon, including shields. this 
incurs 4 feedback. None of the Vanir’s spirit constructs have a time limit, although 
they will disappear after 1 round if they leave their hands. the spirit constructions 
may be made to appear as a translucent, hard light, or they may take the form of 
normal weaponry, either plain or finely crafted.

Spirit Armor: as spirit blade, but the Vanir may craft spiritual armor. this armor 
functions as chain mail, with an armor of 3 and a move penalty of 1.

Spirit Bow: as spirit blade, but they may craft a hunter’s bow or a longbow, with 
one arrow. this incurs 4 feedback.

aDvanCED abIlITIES COST: 2    

tier aDVaNceD abilities

1

Summon Servant: the Vanir may summon the spirit of a departed 
warrior. this spirit has no skills and may not attack, but they will appear 
and performing a single action within 10 meters of the Vanir for one round, 
after which they disappear. commanding this servant takes up the Vanir’s 
action and incurs 8 feedback.

2

Great Leap: a Vanir may make a very fast action to set themselves. on 
their next action they may take a very slow action to make a tremendously 
powerful leap, leaping 10 meters through the air. they may attack at the 
end of this movement.

3 Heavy Armor: the Vanir may craft heavier, more ornate armor. as spirit 
armor, but they may armor with a bonus of 5 and a move penalty of 3.

4 Fast Construct: the Vanir can summon a weapon or armor as an instant 
action, incurring 6 feedback.

5
Defy Physics: the Vanir may defy the laws of physics, stopping themselves 
from falling and standing suspended in the air. they may propel 
themselves horizontally using their ‘great leap,’ ability.

6
Summon Einherjar: as summon servant, but the ghostly servant appears 
in full combat regalia, wielding a normal weapon of the Vanir’s choice. they 
may make one attack, using the Vanir’s spirit skill. 
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aESIR abIlITIES 

type iNhumaN attributes iNcompatibilities

race strength, endurance races

iNNate racial abilities

Divine Presence: the aesir has a presence about them, an unmistakably regal 
aura that identifies them for something more than human. they age very slowly 
and do not age beyond what mortals would consider full adulthood or middle age, 
although they can be killed.

Oversized: the aesir is naturally thick and tall. they gain a +2 technique bonus to 
Grapple checks.

Aesir Will: the aesir gains a +1 bonus to athletics, Grit, and autonomy.

Sturdy: the aesir has a natural resistance to physical damage, giving them an 
armor of 2. 

The Aesir is a fierce race of warriors,  
who value honor, courage and glorious  
battle over all other ideals.

The Aesir are by nature brash and bold.  
They can be temperamental and easily  
offended, but they also have a kinder side,  
and make friends as quickly as they make  
enemies. The Aesir’s If kept out of action too  
long, they are prone to bouts of boredom.

Closely related to the Vanir and distantly related to  
the angelic races, the Aesir hail from the islands of 
Esseldein, where they constantly train for the eternal  
war with Demonkind.

The Aesir are no diplomats, leaving that to the Vanir 
Valkyrie. They do, however, make good company, so long 
as one can support heavy drinking and the occasional 
good-natured brawl.

Aesir adventure to crack heads and kill demons.  
They are forever training for the great war with the 
Demons, though they are generally not so zealous  
as the Vanir.

The Aesir, like most Elder Races, are immortal, in that 
they do not age past maturity or die of old age, but they 
are killable. The strongest among them are ages old.

“I’ve been fighting imps and fiends since I was young 
enough to lift a sword, and plan on doing it until I finally 
find the demon strong enough to pry it from my hands. 
The aesir cut down demons like a woodsman in a forest, 
and like the woods, it seems that there are always more 
to cut.” 

aDvanCED abIlITIES COST: 2 

tier aDVaNceD abilities

1 Hearty: the aesir is remarkably resilient to physical damage. raise their 
unconsciousness and Death limits by 10.

2

Heavy Weapons: the aesir may wield a weapon that is particularly 
large for their size. any weapon that has a naturally larger version, such 
as a dagger to a shortsword or a mace to a maul, uses the larger weapon 
statistics. any weapon that does not simply increases it’s damage die by 
one step, for example from 2d10 to 2d12 or even 2d12 to 2d14. this kind 
of an oversized weapon automatically reduces it’s melee and/or thrown 
equipment bonus by 1. oversized heavy shields increase their parry 
modifier by 1, but increase their speed penalty by 2.

3 Aesir Skills: increase the aesir’s bonus to athletics, Grit and autonomy to 
+3. they are thick, tough, and physically strong.

4
Feat of Strength: once per combat, the aesir can make a massive feat 
of strength, gaining a +4 technique bonus to any one strength skill or 
grapple check. this cannot be used outside of combat.
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Dive Attack
BASIc FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

Melee 5 Active

The character may make a Melee  
attack while landing. This attack gains  
a +4 tech bonus.

Dive Descent
BASIc FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

Acrobatics 5 Active

The character may descend 20 meters, 
straight down, as a very slow action.

Flyby Attack
AdVAncEd FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

1 basic Tech Passive

The character may make a melee or thrown 
attack while flying and moving.

Tight Bank
AdVAncEd FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

1 basic Tech Passive

Decrease the flier’s turn radius by 1.

Flyby Bomber
ExpERT FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

1 Advanced Tech Active

The character may use Shot or Thrown 
attacks, or cast spells while moving.

Strong Flight
ExpERT FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

1 Advanced Tech Active

The character may increase their flight 
carrying weight by 200 pounds.

Swift Ascension
MASTER FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

1 Expert Tech Active

The character may ascend straight up at 
normal flight speeds.

Hover
MASTER FlIghT TEch cOST: 2

PREREQUIsITE sTACKING

1 Expert Tech Active

The character may remain flying without 
making a move action.

The capacity to move through the air is a tremendous tactical advantage, but has some major drawbacks.  
See chapter 4 for additional rules on the specifics of how winged and flight-based combat works.
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Section Five
SPELL BOOK



Other Statistics
Speed, Range, and Duration are all necessary for most of 
these elemental spells to function. The spell’s speed is its 
action speed. The spell’s range is the distance that spell 
can be cast or is effective, generally elaborated within 
the spell’s text. The duration is the amount of time that 
spell’s effect remains in place before disappearing. 

Spell Power & Resisting Magic
Most spells that target an individual can be resisted.  
In order to do that, the first step is to determine the 
spell’s power, which is how difficult it will be to resist.  
To do this, the caster of the spell rolls their elemental 
ideal as a skill check, adding any appropriate bonuses.  
To resist, the target must roll the defensive skill called  
for in the ‘resist’ field of the spell, usually Dodge, Grit, 
Spirit or Autonomy. If the resist roll is higher than the  
attacking caster, the effects of the spell are negated  
for that individual. Ties resolve in favor of the caster.  
Any other effects will be listed in the spell’s entry.

Recoil
Some spells and spell-like effects have a recoil, which 
is listed as a time limit. Spells with a recoil cannot be 
cast again within that time limit. An effect with a recoil 
of 1 hour, once cast, cannot be cast again for one hour 
from the previous casting. This is not common among 
elemental spells, but is used by a variety of supernatural 
magic abilities, and will be used in later spells.

Overload Checks
As explained in chapter 1, a character incurs feedback 
when casting spells. If they incur more feedback than 
they can handle, as shown by the feedback tracking chart, 
they risk personal harm and must make an overload 
check. Roll their Willpower die, with no modifier. If the 
result of the die is equal to or less than the amount by 
which they are over their maximum feedback, they suffer 
no penalty. If the result is higher, they will take damage 
depending upon the amount by which they are over their 
feedback limit, as is listed on the character sheet.

A character who fails their overload also risks losing the 
effect of the spell. They must make a second Willpower 
check of equal difficulty to determine whether or not 
their spell fails regardless of whether or not they take 
damage or even whether or not they lose consciousness.

Recovering Feedback and Concentrating
With a few minutes of rest, feedback will be removed. 
During combat, a character may also choose to 
concentrate, an average action, to recover 5 feedback.

Arcane Focus
Many casters choose to use an arcane focus, generally  
a staff or a wand, to add extra power to their spells.  
A focus has to be prepared in advance and attuned to the  
caster, a relatively long process, such that an individual cannot 
pick up someone else’s focus and begin using it on the fly.

Caster’s Wand
A wand has the capacity to make spells faster. When using 
a wand to cast a spell, the speed of casting for any spell is 
reduced by one step, to a minimum of very fast. 

Additionally, a character wielding a wand may take a very fast 
action to charge that wand. The next spell fired through that 
wand gains a +2 equipment bonus to its spell power. This kind 
of a charge can be held indefinitely. While charged, the wand 
will give off light as a torch.

Caster’s Staff
When casting through a staff, the character’s spell power 
die is increased by one step.

Additionally, a character wielding a staff may also charge 
their spells. If the caster takes a very slow action to charge 
their staff with energy, they gain a +4 equipment bonus  
to the spell’s power. This charge can be held indefinitely,  
and also gives off light as a torch. A staff may also be used 
with quarterstaff statistics as a melee weapon.

Double Wielding Foci
A character can wield one focus in each hand, choosing 
which to cast each spell through. They can even hold a 
charge through one focus while casting through the other, 
saving one of the charges for an opportune moment.  
They cannot, however, stack their effects.

Other uses for elemental Skills
Spells are the primary application of elemental skills,  
but they are not necessarily the only way they can be used. 
The Ice skill could be used to fill a well or freeze a pond,  
fire magics could cook a dinner, and lightning could blast  
a door. Creative use of these skills should be rewarded,  
so long as it does not imbalance the experience for  
other players.
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In the eyes of the Pyromancer, fire is the first, last, and only solution to all of life’s problems. A control over the 
heat and light of fire magics allows great potential for dealing out heavy damage to many enemies, but deserves 
caution. Fire can quickly turn on a person, causing damage to one’s environment, one’s allies, and oneself. 

Blast
FIRST CIRCLE FIRE SPELL  COST: 2

spEEd rEsist

Fast Grit

ranGE duration

1 m -

Blast the target back 2d4 meters, dealing 
1d12 damage. If affected, they must make 
an Acrobatics check with a difficulty equal 
to the spell’s power or land prone.

“Boom.”

Burning Light
FIRST CIRCLE FIRE SPELL  COST: 2

spEEd rEsist

Fast dodge

ranGE duration

20 m -

Fires a ray of burning light, dealing 4d4 fire 
damage to a single target within range.

“Also good for warming cold meals.”

Ember Cloud
FIRST CIRCLE FIRE SPELL  COST: 2

spEEd rEsist

very slow Grit
 

ranGE duration

10 m 3 rounds

The target space and all surrounding 
spaces are filled with a burning cloud of 
embers. All inside this spell are dealt  
2d8 damage. This damage is also dealt 
when entering this space, as well as every 
full round a target stays in this space.

“That can’t be good for your lungs.”

Ember Field
FIRST CIRCLE FIRE SPELL  COST: 2

spEEd rEsist

slow -

ranGE duration

5 m 6 rounds

This spell heats the ground in a 5 meter 
radius surrounding the caster. Anyone who 
steps onto any of these spaces will suffer 
1d8 damage. They do not take further 
damage by standing in a space over time, 
but will take damage for each new space 
they walk across.

“No Trespassing. Violators will be burned.”

Embers
FIRST CIRCLE FIRE SPELL  COST: 3

spEEd rEsist

very slow dodge

ranGE duration

- 6 rounds

Creates 3 embers in the caster’s hand, 
which can each be thrown as a very  
fast action, using the Thrown skill.  
Each deals 2d12 damage, with no crit.  
They disappear if not thrown within  
the duration.

“A thoughtful caster is never out of ammunition.”
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low crime-rates and have nearly eradicated he presence 
of monsters and other mythical creatures from their 
homeland. They have a long-standing animosity toward 
the elder races, particularly Fae and Demons, but prize 
the ingenuity and inventiveness of human intellect.  
They value art and music a great deal, and have 
universities dedicated to this purpose. Salvaran art,  
when done by masters, is prized around the world.  
Life on the islands is safe and pleasant, but highly 
regulated. Monsters and misconduct are likewise rare.

Adventuring Hook: The best an adventurer can do in Salvar is  
to either work for the empire, gathering intelligence or hunting 
down the deeply-hidden criminals, or deal with rare and powerful 
supernatural threats.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
The Greyhide Pack: The Pack is an organization of 
traveling Lycanthropes who travel the eastern region in 
defiance of the Salvaran Empire. They are raucous and 
dangerous, but are looked up to as a shining example 
of freedom from the oppressive empire. The pack is too 
strong for small groups of warriors to defeat, and too 
fast-moving for the Salvaran military forces to pin down, 
no matter how much they’d like to. 

When the pack is in town, its time to hide the  
women and bury valuables, but there is never a lack  
of excitement, especially if the moons are at the  
right phase.

The Hand of HeL: In a series of fetid swamps and living 
glass spires is a hidden encampment. Established  
by a group from Esseldein, the Hand of Hel are an 
elite order of demon-slayers and undead hunters.  
They venture from their protected encampment in 
small but powerful hunting bands, making raids on 
the Demon Cities and other dark influences. This elite 
group is exceedingly dangerous, recruiting only the 
strongest divine talents, and suffering no patience  
for those who are not fully dedicated to their cause. 
The Hand of Hel are famous around the world for 
their tremendous skill, and often send covert talent 
scouts to investigate the capabilities of strong and 
righteous adventurers.



The Seven Southern Kingdoms
The Seven Southern Kingdoms are some of the oldest 
civilizations of this age, and are rumored to be where  
the human race got its start. They are, however, 
misnamed. Some great arcane disaster engulfed  
two of these kingdoms, giving birth to what is now  
the necromantic realm, and another to the conquest  
of the land-hungry Bastion. In truth, there are 
currently only five of them.

The Seven Southern Kingdoms are have a variety of 
terrain, from the beaches and forests of Des Playada  
and Den, to the great mountain ranges that typify 
Bastion and the necromantic realms, and to the karst 
spires of Des Malivet.

The Great and Glorious Empire of Bastion

pOpULAtIOn LAngUAge RAces

1,000,000 den Human

pOLItIcAL stRUctURe

Martial Law

Known to outsiders simply as Bastion, this country 
is a highly nationalistic military state, flooded with 
propoganda, which is constantly threatening to encroach 
on the territories of their neighbors. Bastion trains a 
large and diverse standing army, of both arcane and 
martial might, which includes more than half of their 
total population. Their campaigns are slow, patient and 
moderately successful, as they stage short and powerful 
invasions every few decades and only conquer relatively 
small swaths of territory. They are currently at war  
with the Necromantic Realm to the south, and have 
made significant progress, cutting into the heart of  
that country. The culture of Bastion is arrogant and  
self-righteous, intolerant of outsiders and her citizens  
are poorly liked outside of their home territory.  
Their full name includes the Great and Glorious 
moniker, and most citizens will correct others who  
do not state the full name correctly.

Adventur ing  Hook:  Their current civilization is built on the  
surface of a high-elevation area, although there are great 
fissures cutting across their landscape, the depths of which have 
not been fully explored and contain threats and secrets than the 
Empire does not acknowledge. Plumbing these depths will find 
monsters and even mortal denizens that cause problems for the 
empire soldiers and curious adventurers alike. The military is not 
above hiring expendable adventurers to explore or scout for their 
campaigns, either.



heavily, and so are filled with cheating and outside 
manipulation. The combatants on the fields vary as  
much as the terrain. Soldiers come to train as units,  
lone gladiators seek fame, slaves seek to purchase 
freedom with victory, and some powerful demons pit 
their hired or enslaved warriors against other’s for 
sport. Divination magics show battles from the War 
Fields throughout Drailur onto crystals at gaming 
houses, castles, and palaces. 

Ebony Shard: Ebony Shard is the largest fiend shadow 
tower in Drailur. It rises from the shadow cast from 
the great library Chains of Ages, though it dwarfs  
the library itself. The Shard is a twisting tower for  
the majority of its height, though the exact shape 
eludes the mind of any observer and one is instead  
left only with an impression of wrongness that is the 
taint of Void. It is possible to walk through the base 
of the shard, though to pass through the shadow is to 
walk through a cold near to True Ice, enough to kill in 
a moment strong mortals. 

At the cap of its impressive height, the shadow  
appears to burst outward as it the mushroomed  
head of a nail hit too hard. The head is the home  
to the fiends who wing in and out on missions 
unknown to the greater populace.  
 

Fiends simply do not talk about the inside of the 
Shard, and it is believed that there may be a hex 
forbidding the dispensing of such information. 

Well of OblivioN: In north-central Thulyet is the Well of  
Oblivion. It is a lake the size of a small kingdom with 
low waves black as a moonless sky, oily in texture but  
thinner than water. It is believed that the waters 
augment the powers of Dark, Chaos and Death,  
and that spells of Void can be used to punch holes in 
the fabric of the world, or in the most powerful minds.  
No outsider has swum the waves and survived to speak 
of it. Within are titanic choasborn, and creatures from 
beyond the borders of the Realms.

Obsidian Throne: Most vraaj in Thulyet live as nomadic 
tribes throughout the continent, the exception is the 
Obsidian Throne. At the heart of the volcano named 
Ul’Dor sits the ancient obsidian throne. The being 
in control of the throne also rules a small kingdom 
of the same name. The current king is a vraaj demon 
lord with the title of the Black Lord. He was also the 
last warlord of the Undying Swarm at the start of the 
Season of Order in the current Age. This kingdom 
includes several thousand vraaj, cucacharan and minor 
demons and extends to the ash fields and swamp lands 
at the base of the mountains. 



Dark Maw

pOpULAtIOn LAngUAge RAces

200,000 demonic gargoyle

pOLItIcAL stRUctURe

clan

The largest mountain range in Thulyet emerges from  
the borderland convergence of Fire and Void. It is  
heavily volcanic and shrouded in void-tainted mists. 
In the peaks of the range’s center lays the Dark Maw. 
Birthplace of gargoyles and kirst’anhul demons,  
Dark Maw holds ancient history and magics barely 
ravaged by the wars and infighting of demonkind. 
Natural spires with bottomless valleys, unholy winds 
and weather, impregnable surrounding mountains all 
make for a place no army would even dare assault were 
they given a reason. The spires of the Dark Maw are 
honeycombed with tunnels and caves cut by the Gargoyle 
stone craftspeople for countless generations. The walls 
are etched with the history of Thulyet and rituals of 
staggering unholy power. 

Petrified Jungle

pOpULAtIOn LAngUAge RAces

200,000 demonic gorgon

pOLItIcAL stRUctURe

clan

Home of the territorial Gorgon, the petrified jungle is 
so named for the statues that litter the ancient forests. 
There is no organization among the gorgon and their 
numbers are small, making them one of the most rare 
of sentient demons. The jungle is also home to the vile 
demon dragons, chaos deformed wildlife, and a jungle 
itself with animal level sentience. Gorgon live wild in 
the jungle and the only permanent buildings are hidden 
stone temples where rare gatherings are held.
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